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Series XZA Multi-turn Valve Electric Actuators
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XZA GB/T 24923
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Series XZA is  a kind  of  new  independent  model  multi-turn valve electric actuator products based on

synthesizing the similar products. It applies to automatically control the gate valve, globe valve etc. Which

valve travel is be-line. It is widely used in such fields using pipeline valve as Petrolane, chemical industry,

metallurgical industry, construction, municipal works, papermaking, power station etc.

The basic model of series XZA products is outdoor model; the protection class is IP67, the products also

can manufactured to Ex-proof model, the Ex-proof class is Ex db B T4  Gb.

The designation and the technical performance of series XZA accord with GB/T 24923 Specification

of general type electric actuator for valves . The Ex-proof performance of the Ex-proof model products

accord with GB/T 3836.1 Explosive atmospheres-Part1: Equipment -General requirements and GB/T

3836.2 Explosive atmospheres-Part2: Equipment protection by flameproof enclosures"d" .

This product add the auxiliary parts in the housing, that is convenient  for  deriving  the  Ex-proof ,  the

integration model and integrated Ex-proof model. Widen the controlling cavity to adapt  the added  electric

components of the electric controlling passive contacts, the position feedback signal etc, improve the technical

lever of the economic products to make the users select the products with the excellent performance, the fully

functions and reasonable price.
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XZA

XZA products can provide varies of functions according to the differential requirements of the users.

The detailed models as flows:

XZA

XZA

XZA

XZA

IN

Ex

ExIN

Basic model (Which local controlling button model)

Integrated controlling model(Shorter form-integration model)

Basic Ex-proof model(shorter form-Ex-proof model)

Ex-proof integrated controlling model(short form-ingrated Ex-proof model)

XZA

XZA products means of the types:

XZA

HIJKL78MNOPQRS

��TUV'(O�WX

(r/min)

(kgf.m)

��78YZ

XZA30-18/80ExIN   For example: XZA30-18/80ExIN

300N.m(30kgf.m), 18r/min, 80[����\���K*]^�)\ ]^�+ ��TUV�WX\ W*TUV_`

t=80 18=4.4min,\ a [78\bcdeKf

This type electric actuator is: multi-turn, output torque 300N.m 30kgf.m , total turns of the valve in all case of limit（ ）

is 80 circles, the time of all case of limit is t=80 18=4.4min; this product is integrated Ex-proof model.÷
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Information Required with Order

The following items shall be clear when ordering:

Torque (N m) and speed (r/min) needed by the valve..

Valve stem diameter(mm).

Connection dimension and mode with valve.

Working conditions of our proeuct.

Requirement of electric Control.

Whether or not you require the controller.

All the special requirements.

���� 、Tel 022-26750313 022-84911766：

022-84911866 022-26154275、

Tel 022-26750320 022-84911877�	
� ： 、

E-mail scb@tet.cn�  ：

Web http://www.tet.cn� � ：

Add 19� � ：����������������� !"#$ %&� '

No. 19, Taikang Road, Xiditou Sub Park, Tianjin Administrative Commission

of Land Port Logistical Equipments Induestrial Park, Beichen District, Tianjin

P.C 300408� ( ：

TIANJIN BAILI ERTONG MACHINERY CO., LTD.
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Subject to change of the product design without prior notice,
so the actual item may be different from the picture.


